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Abstract
In this study, the three-dimensional structure of the wild-type human telomerase RNA pseudoknot was predicted via molecular modeling. The
wild-type pseudoknot structure is then compared to the recent NMR solution structure of the telomerase pseudoknot, which does not contain the
U177 bulge. The removal of the bulge from the pseudoknot structure results in higher stability and significant reduction of activity of telomerase.
We show that the effect of the bulge on the structure results in a significant transformation of the pseudoknot junction region where the starting base
pairs are disrupted and unique triple base pairs are formed. We found that the formation of the junction region is greatly influenced by interactions
of the U177 bulge with loop residues and rotation of residue A174. Moreover, this is the first study to our knowledge where a structure as complex
as the pseudoknot has been solved by purely theoretical methods.
Published by Elsevier Inc.
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1. Introduction
Telomeres are highly organized nucleoprotein complexes
which are located at the ends of eukaryotic chromosomes.
Telomeres are not stable due to the loss of telomeric DNA at
each cell division [1], until a critically short length occurs
causing cell cycle arrest or apoptosis. Cell divisions with short
telomeres may cause end-to-end fusions, karyotypic changes,
cell death, and genomic instability. The maintenance of
telomeres is achieved by reactivation of the enzyme called
telomerase, which balances telomere shortening with telomere
elongation by adding telomeric DNA repeat sequences to the
ends of chromosomes. Telomerase is active in about 85% of all
human tumors, which makes telomerase an attractive target for
cancer therapy, diagnosis, and prognosis [2,3]. Telomerase is
also functional in other proliferative tissues, as in stem cells,
germ line cells, inflammatory cells, and cells in other
periodically or continuously renewing tissues.
Human telomerase consists of a 451 nucleotide RNA (hTR),
a telomerase reverse transcriptase (hTERT) protein, and a
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variety of other proteins. The hTR contains the 50 pseudoknot
(core) domain which provides the template and enhances
repeat amplification processivity [4], and the CR4/CR5
domain [5] which supports the catalytic activity by enhancing
nucleotide addition processivity. Both domains are essential
for catalytic activity and hTERT binding. In addition, the hTR
contains the 30 H/ACA and CR7 domains which are involved in
localization, accumulation, and 30 end processing. Mutations
in hTR have been linked to autosomal dominant dyskeratosis
congenita (DKC) and aplastic anemia, both syndromes are
characterized by hematopoietic function losses [6,7].
The structure of the pseudoknot core domain includes the
single stranded template sequence, paired template boundary
region (P1b), and an extended helical region (P2) that folds into
a pseudoknot (P3) structure [8]. The template and the
pseudoknot are conserved in other telomerase RNAs [9].
Synthesis of telomere repeats takes place on the template and
the pseudoknot domain is important for regulating the dynamic
structure of the telomerase holoenzyme [10–12].
The focus of the present study is the pseudoknot structure
(P3) located in hTR [8], which is of critical importance for
stability of the ribonucleoprotein complex and telomerase
activity [9,13]. Chemical and enzymatic probing analysis [14]
and biophysical studies [10,15] suggested that the pseudoknot
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in solution can exist in two alternative stable states. The first
state is a hairpin pentaloop domain alone which includes paired
sequences including P2b. The second state is the pseudoknot
which is formed by base pairing of the hairpin loop with the P3
domain creating a 9 bp helix with a single bulged U residue in
the upper strand. The primary sequence of both strands in the P3
region is highly conserved in vertebrate evolution and exhibits
complementarity (conserved residues in P3 are shaded in grey
in Fig. 1) [8]. Mutations that are proposed to disrupt base
pairing in the P3 region reduce or abolish telomerase activity,
whereas compensatory mutations generally restore it [13,16].
Consequently, hTR function is dependent on P3 base pairing
with the hairpin loop, i.e. pseudoknot formation. Conversely, in
vivo and in vitro chemical and enzymatic accessibility mapping
have failed to confirm a stable P3 helix in hTR [14].
Nevertheless, experimental thermodynamics, phylogenetic
analysis, and biochemical analyses of telomerase RNA agree
that the pseudoknot is formed only temporarily in the
telomerase and that the dynamic conformational switch
between these two states is critical for telomerase functioning
[11,15,16]. Then again, recent mutational analyses argue
against the previously proposed molecular-switch model of the
telomerase pseudoknot function and supports a static pseudoknot structure [17].
NMR spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography techniques
are routinely used to provide the three-dimensional solution
structures of biomolecules. However, flexible and dynamic
molecules are less accessible to structure determination by
these methods. The dynamic character and the conformation
switch of the wild-type pseudoknot of telomerase RNA make it

challenging for NMR or X-ray techniques to determine the
solution structure. Several experimental studies used the
pseudoknot structure with the bulge base U177 removed from
the P3 region. The deletion of the bulge shifts the pseudoknothairpin equilibrium toward the pseudoknot and significantly
reduces telomerase activity [11,18], therefore, making determination of the pseudoknot structure possible. Recent studies
revealed the solution structure of the pseudoknot without the
bulge and showed the formation of an extended triple helix
surrounding the helical junction [18]. This study concludes that
the high sequence conservation in the pseudoknot is crucial for
formation of specific tertiary interactions around the junction
that is essential for telomerase activity and stability. The NMR
pseudoknot solution structure without the U177 bulge will be
called the ‘‘DU177 pseudoknot’’ throughout the text.
The presence and the position of this bulge in the P3 helix
are conserved in vertebrates, though the base type varies [8].
Furthermore, the presence of the bulge is of crucial significance
for the activity and functionality of the telomerase [11,18].
Overall, bulges are important for the recognition and binding of
RNA by proteins [19,20] and for initiating RNA tertiary folding
[21]. For example, comparative analysis of a small subunit of
ribosomal RNA suggests that a bulge pentaloop initiates
pseudoknot formation with a terminal loop [21]. Another
experimental study showed that the U-rich bulge in the TAR
RNA structure is responsible for HIV-1 tat protein binding and
HIV transcription [19]. Moreover, bulges can distort the usual
A-type conformation of RNA helices by bending the helical
axis [22,23], change the major or minor groove dimensions and
permit atypical tertiary contacts [20,24]. For example, transient

Fig. 1. The model wild-type pseudoknot secondary structure and the snapshot of the three-dimensional starting structure. Bases are numbered according to the full
structure [8]. The 100% conserved nucleotides are shaded in gray. The coloring of the nucleotides is based on their association with Stem 1 (red), Loop 1 (cyan), Loop
2 (magenta), and Stem 2 (red). Circled residues participate in DKC mutations.
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electric birefringence analysis shows that a single U bulge in a
duplex RNA increases the helical bend angle by 78 (in the
presence of Mg2+) or 108 (in the absence of Mg2+) [23]. We can
then expect that the solution structure of the wild-type
telomerase RNA pseudoknot with the U bulge in the P3 helix
would be different than the structure of the pseudoknot without
the bulge.
We employed molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to
predict the 3D solution structure of the wild-type telomerase
RNA pseudoknot. MD is a technique in which the time
evolution of the molecular system is followed from numerical
integration of the equations of motion. MD makes possible the
dynamic characterization and an exploration of the conformational energy landscape of biomolecules and their
surroundings. Moreover, MD simulations have been successfully used to characterize a wide range of nucleic acid
structures as outlined in recent reviews [25–30]. However, the
reliability of MD depends on accurate and representative force
fields for both nucleic acids and solvent. Accurate simulations
with explicit solvent are computationally expensive. Simulations have to be long enough for the conformational transitions
to occur in a biomolecular system. Up to now the longest
explicit solvent simulations were around a 20 ns timescale
[28,50]. MD simulations of biomolecules in a liquid
environment can be significantly accelerated by using
approximations of the electrostatic effects of the solvent. In
these approximations the solvent is typically treated by the
continuum dielectric methods and only the intrasolute
electrostatics need to be evaluated, which consequently
reduce the number of interactions with respect to explicit
solvent methods [31]. These methods have proven to be
reliable and able to provide crucial information for various
biomolecules [26,32–34]. The generalized Born (GB) theory
[35–37] is one of the most successful approximations of the
Poisson equation for continuum electrostatic solvation energy
and describes the electrostatic energy of two or more atomic
charges in a cavity of arbitrary shape. GB involves accurate
evaluation of the average spherical distances of each atom to
the solvent boundary. Consequently, the GB energy expression, involving summation of self and pair wise interactions of
atomic charges, is an analytical function of atomic positions
and is very good at reproducing the Poisson energy with much
smaller computational cost [38].
Implicit solvent simulations can also improve conformational searches and have already successfully predicted
conformational preferences of small experimentally known
nucleic acid structures [26]. For example, implicit simulations
of the relative stability of various forms of RNA hairpin loop
structures predicted the same low free energy conformations as
experimentally observed [39]. Overall, even though implicit
MD simulations are less accurate than simulations with explicit
solvent, they permit not only much longer simulations and
larger molecules but also provide a variety of sampled
conformations. Considerable improvements in the force field
have also been achieved making simulations more reliable and
accurate. Moreover, MD simulations are often used for NMR
structure refinement and simulated annealing [40], where the
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experimentally determined distance and dihedral restraints are
added to the normal interaction potentials, and MD simulations
are used to solve the structure of the biomolecules. Overall, MD
techniques could be used to improve structure prediction and
also assist in model building of biomolecules.
In this paper we report the solution structure of the
telomerase wild-type pseudoknot that results from 56 ns of
atomistic molecular dynamics simulations in implicit solvent.
The reduced version of the pseudoknot structure used in this
study has 48 residues and requires considerable time for
equilibration. The use of implicit solvent allows us to test
other cases of pseudoknot formation, like DKC-mutations.
However, to reduce the potential artifacts of implicit solvation,
the low energy wild-type pseudoknot structure was refined
with 4 ns explicit solvent simulations. The starting structure
was built from scratch and retained all proposed standard base
pairs (Fig. 1). After 56 ns of molecular dynamics simulations
the pseudoknot structure consists of two triple helices
connected by a junction region which is also stabilized by
triple base interactions. The final structure of the wild-type
pseudoknot exhibits high stability for 40 ns which allows us to
assume that the structure is located in an energy minimum.
Due to time-limitations of MD we cannot guarantee that the
determined structure is in its global energy minimum.
However, the foremost advantage of our methodology is
not only to predict the tertiary structure but also the ability to
observe the dynamical interplay of base interactions during
structure formation and stabilization. This is the first study to
our knowledge where a structure as complex as the
pseudoknot has been attempted to be solved by purely
theoretical methods. We hope that this study not only provides
insights into the structure and the dynamic characteristics of
the telomerase RNA pseudoknot, but also depicts means by
which one can generate the solution of a complete structure
that cannot be determined experimentally due to its dynamic
nature or size/space limitations.
2. Methods
2.1. RNA2D3D
The starting three-dimensional coordinates are generated
from the secondary structure (Fig. 1) using the program
RNA2D3D [41]. The initial standard interactions in the wildtype pseudoknot were exactly the interactions depicted in the
secondary structure with minimal tertiary interactions involved.
RNA2D3D is designed to facilitate the generation, viewing,
and comparison of 3D RNA molecules. It is based on the
observation that the atomic coordinates of a nucleotide can be
generated from a reference triad, i.e. three of its atoms. Then
any stem can be generated from the reference triad of any of its
nucleotides by using helical coordinates. The unpaired
nucleotides, bulges, hairpin loops, branching loops, and other
non-helical motifs are generated by using the coordinates of
their reference triad relative to the 50 neighboring nucleotide.
In this program, an RNA’s secondary structure is initially
used to generate a planar template of a backbone from base
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pairing information. This planar template is scaled to molecular
dimensions and contains the absolute atomic coordinates of
every nucleotide. The absolute atomic coordinates provide the
information for determining relative coordinates for reference
triads of nucleotides in loops and stems. The planar template is
then recursively converted to its 3D form using a special 3D
embedding procedure. This procedure incorporates the atomic
models of nucleotides which are initially equally spaced along
the fixed backbone. A stem is generated by using predetermined
A-type helical coordinates. The atomic coordinates of each
nucleotide, base pair, and A-type helical parameters are taken
from the Biosym1 database. When a stem of a planar template
is converted to its 3D form, the coordinates of the stem’s 50
loop-bounding nucleotide is used as a reference triad for
building non-helical motifs, and the coordinates of the 30 end of
the non-helical motif is used to build the next motif. As a result,
a first-order approximation of the actual 3D molecule is
established. Structure refinement involves molecular modeling
(Amber minimization) or interactive editing. The interactive
editing involves a rotation and translation of a segment (a group
of nucleotides) or a group of segments as a rigid body. This
refinement is used for the removal of structural clashes,
enforcing tertiary interactions, and modification of mutual
stacking. For example, the pseudoknot stems can be moved
relative to each other to modify their mutual stacking or the
nucleotides in the loop can be rotated to remove tertiary
interactions. The result of the recursive 3D structure generation
and preliminary refinement is a first order approximation to the
actual 3D model which can be further refined with molecular
dynamics simulations.
2.2. Molecular dynamics simulations
All simulations were performed using the ff99 Cornell force
field for RNA [42], which has proven to be a reliable and refined
force field for nucleic acids, and the molecular dynamics
software Amber 7.0 [43] and Amber 8.0 [44].
2.2.1. Implicit solvent
Molecular dynamics simulations at 300 K constant temperature using the GB implicit solvent approach as implemented in the SANDER module of Amber 7.0 [43] were
performed for all structures. Each starting structure was
subjected to minimization (10,000 steps), followed by slow
20 kcal/mol constrained heating to 300 K over 200 ps time, and
several consecutive MD equilibrations with declining constraints from 2 to 0.1 kcal/mol over a total 500 ps time period.
The temperature was maintained at 300 K using a Berendsen
thermostat [45]. The monovalent salt concentration was set to
0.5 mol/L. The production simulations were performed for
56 ns using 1 fs time step.
2.2.2. Explicit solvent
The final low energy wild-type pseudoknot structure was
refined with explicit solvent MD simulations for 4 ns using
Amber 8.0 [44]. The structure was first neutralized with 47
Na+ ions. A water box containing 34,368 molecules and an

additional 30 Na+ and 30 Cl ions were added to represent a
0.1 M solution. The electrostatic interactions were calculated
by particle mesh ewald summation (PME) [46] and the nonbonded interactions were truncated at 9 Å. The system was
minimized constraining the solute then solvent, then heated to
300 K constraining the RNA then the solvent, and finally
equilibrated by slowly releasing the constraints. SHAKE was
applied to all hydrogen bonds in the system. The pressure was
maintained at 1.0 Pa using Berendsen algorithm [45], and a
periodic boundary condition was imposed. A production
simulation was performed for 4 ns with a 2 fs timestep.
The simulations were carried out on SGI-Altix and SGIOrigin computers using eight processors. The analysis for all
simulations was performed using the PTRAJ modules on the
production simulations excluding the initial equilibration stage.
Solvent and sodium ions distribution were analyzed by visual
inspection and by evaluation of the most probable atom position
at 2-ps intervals in 0.5 Å3 resolution grids over a 3.8 ns
trajectory (first 200 ps were omitted from hydration calculations). The most probable positions were estimated by requiring
at least an 80% occupancy of a particular atom of interest within
a 0.5 Å3 grid element [47].
2.3. Structural analysis
Groove widths, backbone torsion angles, and local base pair
parameters (twist, tilt, roll, shift, slide, and rise) for each strand
and stem were analyzed by the program CURVES 5.1 [48] and
compared to standard A-RNA, B-DNA, and A-DNA triplex
helical parameters. The standard A-RNA, B-DNA, and A-DNA
triplex helices were built using Insight II1. For comparative
purposes the strand in the major groove of the A-DNA triplex
was removed during analysis.
3. Results
3.1. Starting structure
The 48-nucleotide RNA pseudoknot in this study includes
the vitally important and conserved regions of the pseudoknot
domain including P3 (Stem 2), J2b/3 (Loop 1), part of P2b
(Stem 1) and J2a/3 (Loop2) domains (Fig. 1). The model
pseudoknot includes the exact human sequence of J2b/3 loop
and P3 stem, shortened sequence of J2a/3, and shortened and
modified sequence of P2b. P2b contains the original base pairs
with phylogenetically conserved nucleotides 97–98, 116–118.
The modifications of P2b involve base pairs G93:C121 and
G94:C120, which are G93:G121 and C94:G120 in the original
sequence. This construct was chosen due to its size and available
experimental results [15,18]. The length and complexity of the
molecular dynamics simulations are dependent on the size of the
investigated structure, thus this smaller pseudoknot presents an
advantage. This minimal pseudoknot and its mutated versions
have been extensively investigated using NMR spectroscopy,
telomerase activity assays, and thermal denaturation experiments [15,18], which allow us to directly compare our simulated
structure with experimental findings.
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The starting 3D structure of the wild-type telomerase RNA
pseudoknot was built directly from its secondary structure
using the RNA2D3D software which is described in Section 2.
The schematic representation of the secondary structure and the
3D starting structure are shown in Fig. 1. The starting
pseudoknot consists of two stems and two loops as determined
by phylogenetic analysis [8]. No tertiary interactions between
loops and stems are included; therefore, the pseudoknot is
initially in a relatively open state. After minimization, heating,
and equilibration the starting structure is subjected to 56 ns of
unconstrained MD simulations.
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while base pairs in the 30 side of Stem 2 are stable. To avoid
potential artifacts due to implicit solvation we have refined the
final wild-type pseudoknot structure with 4 ns explicit solvent
simulations. During 4 ns the structure exhibited high stability
and retained all formed base pairs.
The final structure will be discussed first followed by a
discussion of the initial stabilization period. To highlight the
effect of the bulge in the wild-type pseudoknot structure we will
compare our structure to the NMR solution structure of the
DU177 pseudoknot.
3.3. Final wild-type pseudoknot structure

3.2. Molecular dynamics simulations
During the initial 16 ns of simulation the total energy of the
pseudoknot structure (Fig. 2a) rapidly improves by approximately 200 kcal/mol. After 16 ns the structure becomes
relatively stable and remains stable for the next 40 ns. We
conclude that at this time all major folding/rearrangements of
the structure are finished. The initial 16 ns period will hereafter
be called the ‘‘stabilization period’’.
The RMSD relative to the first frame of the whole structure,
and for Stem 1, Loop 1, Stem 2, and Loop 2 of the wild-type
pseudoknot are shown in Fig. 2b–f. The total structure exhibits
large, up to 11 Å, deviations during the stabilization period. For
the last 40 ns of the trajectory the RMSD standard deviation is
0.2 Å indicating that the RNA settles into a well-defined and
stable configuration during the simulation. As expected during
the stabilization period both loops undergo significant
adjustments (Fig. 2d, f) due to the formation of the tertiary
interactions with the stems and the movement of the loop
backbones into the energy minimum. Stem 1 undergoes the
least refinement during the stabilization period. However, Stem
2 undergoes significant distortions around 5 ns and stabilizes in
a new conformation 5 Å away from the initial Stem structure.
Examination of Stem 2 reveals that the large RMSD fluctuation
is due to partial reassembly of the pseudoknot junction region,

The final structure of the wild-type pseudoknot is welldefined and consists of two stems, two loops and a junction
region. The junction region consists of U99–U103, C112–
U115, and A174–G178. The observed junction region is unique
and highly unusual and does not fit into the helical nature of
either of the stems and, therefore, will be described as a separate
region. The schematic diagram of the most probable tertiary
interactions in the final structure together with the stereo
snapshots of the lowest energy structure are shown in Fig. 3.
Table 1 reflects hydrogen bond occupancies, average distances,
and average angles for all Watson–Crick and non-Watson–
Crick base pairs retained during the 40 ns simulation time. The
overall global position of the loops and stems are as follows:
Loop 2 lies in the minor groove of Stem 1 and Loop 1 lies in the
major groove of Stem 2. The stems rotate at the junction region
so that the two loops lie on the same side. This global
orientation of the pseudoknot loops and stems is in agreement
with the experimental NMR observation of the pseudoknot
without the U177 bulge [18]. This configuration of the
pseudoknot is stable and the described hydrogen bonds in
Fig. 3a are well maintained over the simulation trajectory as can
be seen from Table 1.
To further validate our final structure we conducted a set of
melting simulations, which were directly compared to UV
denaturation experiments [15]. The wild-type pseudoknot
profiles show that the tertiary interactions unfold first, followed
by Stem 2, and then Stem 1. These results and relative
difference between motifs melting temperatures are consistent
with the unfolding pathway for the wild-type pseudoknot
determined by analysis of the experimental melting profiles
[15].
3.4. Stem 1 and Loop 2 interactions

Fig. 2. Total energy and RMSDs compared with the initial frame of the wildtype pseudoknot structure. The vertical dashed line represents the end of the
stabilization period.

Stem 1 and Loop 2 form a stable triple helix with a welldefined structure. Stem 1 is the most stable motif in the
structure with an RMSD standard deviation of 0.14 Å and
consists of six well-established Watson–Crick base pairs,
which are consistent with NMR analysis [15,18]. Loop 2 is
positioned in the minor groove of Stem 1 and participates in
four triple base interactions with Stem 1 (Fig. 3a). A167 and
A168 are rotated slightly outward from the helix, and A173 is
tucked into the minor groove and almost parallel to the helical
axis without any specific contacts. The curvature and groove
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Fig. 3. Final structure of the wild-type pseudoknot which resulted from 56 ns of molecular dynamics simulations. Shown are the secondary structure with tertiary
interactions and the stereo snapshot of the lowest energy structure. The highest occupancy tertiary interactions are marked according to the proposed geometric
nomenclature [55].

parameters of Stem 1 resemble the properties of a standard
A-DNA triplex without the strand located in the major groove
rather than a standard A-RNA. Stem 1 has a wide minor groove,
where Loop 2 is located, and a wide major groove with a
shallow groove depth equal to 0.5 Å (7.44 Å in a standard ADNA triplex). The wide major groove of Stem 1 raises the
possibility for other RNA/protein bindings. Stem’s 1 global
rise (3.53 Å), roll (11.228) and twist (39.98) are approximately
equal to those found in A-RNA and Stem’s 1 tilt (6.75) is
similar to an A-DNA triplex.
The structure and sequence of Stem 1/Loop 2 are the same
as the DU177 pseudoknot structure, thus, we can directly
compare this region from our structure with the NMR solution
structure of the DU177 pseudoknot. The RMSDs between the
simulated average structure and the NMR DU177 structure is
equal to 1.4 Å for Stem 1 and is equal to 3.17 Å for Loop 2.
However, the majority of the Loop 2 residues A168–A173
produce a smaller RMSD of 2.4 Å, where most of the
discrepancy comes from the turn of the strand at C166 and
A167. Overall, this part of the pseudoknot is in good agreement
with the DU177 NMR solution pseudoknot.
3.5. Stem 2 and Loop 1 interactions
Stem 2 is located at the 30 end of the pseudoknot and consists
of five well-defined Watson–Crick base pairs. Loop 1 is
positioned in the major groove of Stem 2 and consists of three

residues C104–C106. U105 participates in a triple Watson–
Crick/Hoogsteen interaction with U109 and A181 of Stem 2.
Structural calculations show that the parameters of Stem 2 also
resemble an A-DNA triplex with a wide minor groove (10.2 Å)
and a wide (11.1 Å) and deep (4.5 Å) major groove where Loop
1 is located.
Superposition of this region of the wild-type pseudoknot and
the DU177 solution pseudoknot shows an RMSD of 1.9 Å
which is also in a good agreement.
3.6. Junction region
Adenine bases are simultaneously able to engage in Watson–
Crick and Hoogsteen base pairs. Based on the sequence, the
pseudoknot junction should tend to form a triple helix, since
the U rich Loop 1 is stacked in the major groove of Stem 2
which contains A:U base pairs. Ideally, the extra U-rich strand
should be involved in Hoogsteen-type base pairs with the
A-chain. This will happen only if the helical axis is in the center
of the base-triplet [49].
There are indeed base-triplets in the junction region, but not
the ones that are expected from the starting structure. The
original Watson–Crick base pairs have dissipated and new triple
interactions have emerged. As in the DU177 pseudoknot the
junction region of the wild-type pseudoknot is stabilized by
triple interactions and uridines 99–102 from Loop 2 are all
involved in base pairing with the Stem 2 adenines (175–176)
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Table 1
Hydrogen bond occupancies in percentage, average occupancy distances, and average occupancy angles computed over 40 ns for the wild-type pseudoknot structure
Base pair

Annotation

Hydrogen bond

Stem 1/Loop 2
G93:C121

GC cis W.-C.

H1(G93)    N3(C121)
H21(G93)    O2(C121)
H41(C121)    O6(G93)

G94:C120

GC cis W.-C.

Triple G94:C166
G95:C119

Triple G95:A169
C96:G118

Triple C96:A171
G118:A171
U97:A117
Triple U97:A172
G98:C116

Junction
U99:A176:U103

Average distance (Å)

Average angle (8)

99.9
99.7
99.0

3.0(0.1)
3.0(0.2)
3.0(0.2)

18.0(9.1)
17.6(9.1)
18.6(10.5)

H1(G94)    N3(C120)
H21(G94)    O2(C120)
H41(C120)    O6(G94)
H22(G94)    N3(C166)
H41(C166)    N3(G94)

99.9
100.0
99.3
65.5
28.4

3.0(0.1)
2.9(0.1)
3.0(0.2)
3.5(0.3)
3.3(0.3)

15.9(8.5)
16.9(9.0)
17.2(9.5)
21.7(11.1)
42.9(13.5)

H1(G95)    N3(C119)
H21(G95)    O2(C119)
H41(C119)    O6(G95)
H22(G95)    N1(A169)
H61(A169)    N3(G95)

99.1
100.0
88.3
99.6
30.4

3.1(0.2)
2.9(0.1)
3.3(0.3)
3.1(0.2)
3.2(0.2)

20.0(10.4)
16.7(8.7)
18.6(10.0)
17.5(9.1)
45.3(11.4)

H1(G118)    N3(C96)
H21(G118)    O2(C96)
H41(C96)    O6(G118)
H62(A171)    O2(C96)
H22(G118)    O2’(A171)

90.3
72.4
97.5
79.7
76.6

3.2(0.2)
3.6(0.2)
3.0(0.2)
3.0(0.2)
3.1(0.3)

18.2(12.1)
19.8(14.9)
21.9(11.6)
39.0(13.5)
36.6(12.0)

H3(U97)    N1(A117)
H61(A117)    O4(U97)
H61(A172)    O2(U97)

90.8
87.2
89.2

3.1(0.2)
3.2(0.3)
2.9(0.2)

18.9(10.2)
24.9(12.9)
35.5(12.5)

GC cis W.-C.

H1(G95)    N3(C119)
H21(G95)    O2(C119)
H41(C119)    O6(G95)

99.4
99.8
94.3

3.0(0.1)
3.0(0.2)
3.0(0.2)

18.7(9.9)
16.6(8.6)
18.7(10.5)

AU trans W.-C.

H61(A176)    O2(U99)
H3(U99)    N1(A176)
H3(U103)    O2P(A176)
H5(U103)    N7(A176)
H8(A176)    O4(U103)
H62(A176)    O4(U102)
H61(A175)    04(100)
H3(U102)    N7(A175)
H8(A175)    02(102)
H8(A175)    O4(U103)
H1(G178)    O4(U101)
H21(G178)    O4(U101)
H22(G178)    O4(U114)
H3(U114)    N3(G178)

99.8
99.6
98.9
61.8
8.6
99.1
99.2
97.1
18.1
91.0
96.9
95.1
93.0
63.0

3.0(0.2)
3.1(0.2)
2.9(0.2)
3.7(0.2)
3.3(0.2)
2.9(0.2)
3.0(0.2)
3.3(0.2)
3.4(0.2)
3.6(0.2)
3.1(0.3)
3.1(0.3)
2.9(0.2)
3.7(0.2)

19.0(10.6)
18.6(10.5)
22.1(10.1)
46.2(7.7)
53.9(6.4)
24.2(12.0)
22.6(10.8)
20.9(9.8)
52.9(6.0)
28.3(12.6)
30.1(11.7)
32.6(12.3)
20.0(11.3)
39.8(12.3)

H3(U179)    N1(A111)
H61(A111)    O4(U179)
H1(G110)    N3(C180)
H21(G110)    O2(C180)
H41(C180)    O6(G110)

94.7
89.9
99.9
100.0
99.1

3.0(0.2)
3.2(0.3)
3.0(0.1)
2.9(0.2)
3.1(0.2)

20.9(12.0)
18.0(10.0)
16.3(8.4)
16.3(8.5)
17.4(9.6)

H3(U1O9)    N1(A181)
H61(A181)    O4(U109)
H62(A181)    O2(U105)
H3(U105)    O4(U109)
H5(U109)    O4(U105)

99.7
98.8
41.3
28.2
24.0

3.0(0.2)
3.1(0.2)
3.3(0.3)
3.2(0.3)
3.7(0.2)

17.7(9.9)
16.7(9.4)
45.0(10.2)
42.1(12.8)
43.6(9.1)

CG trans W.-C. /S.
GC cis W.-C.

AG trans W.-C. /S.
CG cis W.-C.

CA trans H./S.
GA trans H./S.
UA cis W.-C.
UA trans W.-C.

UA trans W.-C./H.

A176:U102
U100:A175:U102

AU cis H./W.-C.
UA trans W.-C
UA cis W.-C./H.

A175:U103
U101:G178:U114

AU trans H./W.-C.
GU trans W.-C.
UG cis W.-C./S.

Stem 2/Loop 1
A111:U179

AU cis W.-C.

G110:C180

GC cis W.-C.

U109:A181

UA cis W.-C.

Triple A181:U105
U109:U105

UA cis W.-C./H.
UU cis W.-C./H.

Occupancy (%)

C108:G182

CG cis W.-C.

H1(G182)    N3(C108)
H21(G182)    O2(C108)
H41(C108)    O6(G182)

99.1
100.0
95.9

3.0(0.1)
2.9(0.1)
3.0(0.2)

16.7(9.0)
17.2(9.2)
18.0(10.4)

G107:C183

GC cis W.-C.

H1(G1O7)    N3(C183)
H21(G107)    O2(C183)
H41(C183)    O6(G107)
H42(C183)    O1P(C106)

73.2
82.2
42.6
90.4

3.6(0.2)
3.6(0.3)
3.7(0.3)
2.9(0.2)

49.3(10.2)
44.4(8.0)
25.1(10.6)
29.5(10.9)

Triple C183:C106

CC trans H./H.

The maximum allowable hydrogen bond length is 3.8 Å.
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Fig. 4. The wild-type pseudoknot junction region: (a) secondary structure; (b) view from the top of Stem 1; (c) stereo snapshot; (d) U99:A176:U103 triple interaction;
(e) U100:A175:U102 triple interaction; (f) U101:G178:U114 triple interaction. (d)–(f) hydrogen bonds are depicted as dashed black lines. The G98:C116 bp of Stem
1 is included for comparison.

[18]. However, as depicted in Fig. 4a the base pair stacking in
the junction region is highly unusual and quite different from
the DU177 junction region. The U99–U101 bases are connected
via trans Watson–Crick base pairs with A175, A176, and G178.
U102, U103, and U114 are participating in Watson–Crick/
Hoogsteen or sugar–edge interactions with these base-pairs. A
view from the 50 end of the structure (Fig. 4b) reveals that the
U100:A175:U102 triplex stacks over U99:A176:U103, however, these triplexes are almost perpendicular to the stacking of
Stem 1 and Stem 2. Another triplex U101:G178:U114 is
located almost perpendicular to the UAU triplexes.
Bending, twisting, and translation of each residue in each
strand in the junction region play an important role in
determining the final structure of pseudoknot. In order to fully
describe the junction region we examine the rise, shift, slide,
twist, roll, tilt for each strand, and the backbone torsion angles
of the residues. The torsion angles are presented in Table 2.
There is a significant change in the strand between residues
U115 and C116. This is illustrated by a large negative shift of
10.2 Å, a large negative twist of 105.18, and a large positive
roll of 66.78 of U115. This is accompanied by unusual helical
values of the a, g, and j, torsion angles of U115. Together this
indicates that there is a large kink in the stem and a bend of

U115 into the junction region. Since U114 through G107 are
nicely stacked under U115, the kink is required in order to
accommodate Stem 2 formation and stability. A174–A176 are
also stacked, however, the U177 bulge is rotated outward from
the strand into the major groove and is stabilized via hydrogen
bond interactions with the 20 -hydroxyl group of U103 securing
the global position of Loop 1. U177 has unusual a, b, and g,
torsion angles and x is in syn conformation. There is a large
negative tilt between G178 and U179 which makes possible the
stable formation of the G178:U114 bp. Now the distance
between the strands with A174–A176 and U113–U115, which
formed base pairs in the starting structure, is too small to
participate in Watson–Crick interactions. U99 of Loop 1 is
stacked under G98, and U100 is stacked under U99, which
allows for trans Watson–Crick pairings with A175 and A176.
The change in strand direction between U99 and U100 can be
illustrated by the unusual d, e, and z, torsion angles of U99 and
the a, and g torsion angles of U100. U101 exhibits a large
negative twist of 1538, a large negative roll of 83.68, and a
large positive tilt of 73.88 due to rotation of the strand between
U100 and U101. This also can be illustrated by the atypical e
angle of U100 which is equal to 105.48. Large negative roll
and positive tilt open the major groove and compress the minor
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Table 2
Torsion angles of standard helical A-RNA, B-DNA, A-DNA triplex, and
average torsion angles of residues in the junction region of the wild-type
pseudoknot computed over 40 ns
Residue
A-RNA
B-DNA
A-DNA triplex

a P–O50 b O50 –C50 g C50 –C40 d C40 –C30 e C30 –O30 z O30 –P
62.1
180.1
46.8 146
49.1
178.6
47.7
171.7
62.8
186.2

47.4
36.4
40.5
42.7
46.9

83.4
156.4
82.8
82.8
83.1

151.7
155
163.2
155.1
168

73.6
95.2
66.2
75
60.6

Strand 1
U99
U100
U101
U102
U103

64
74.2
70.1
86.6
104.2

170.3
195.5
176.0
178.4
174.7

69.0
180.5
54.7
53.5
53.6

131.0
87.5
86.7
83.8
134.1

76.9
105.4
172.2
152.6
112.9

70.4
57.1
83.2
59.2
70.0

Strand 2
C112
U113
U114
U115

72.8
149.1
73.1
181.8

177.2
187.4
168.6
184.1

63.0
188.7
64.1
144.7

74.1
76.5
83.6
80.0

170.9
157.6
168.6
171.3

70.8
81.2
73.1
89.2

Strand 3
A174
A175
A176
U177
G178

75.2
82.2
84.4
128.6
72.9

176.9
191.0
175.7
114.7
176.1

56.9
187.2
56.8
193.3
56.4

130.9
83.7
79.1
79.2
82.6

86.5
138.6
129.8
170.6
169.4

66.2
55.8
95.7
83.9
83.9

Bold font is used to highlight unusual angles.

groove, which allows U101 to participate in a trans Watson–
Crick base pair with G178, and U102 and U103 to participate in
Hoogsteen interactions with the U100:A175 and U99:A176 bp,
respectively. There is another kink in the strand between U103
and C104, which corresponds to a change in the d and e torsion
angles of U103. This kink allows C104–C106 to be tucked into
the major groove of Stem 2.
3.7. Explicit solvent refinement
Simulations with explicit water show that the final structure
is stable and that formed base pairs are maintained (Fig. 5a).
The most probable hydration sites (red dotted spheres) and
sodium ion locations (blue spheres) are shown in Fig. 5b. The
yellow spheres represent the most occupied (more than 90%)
water positions. The sodium ions are found in the open major
groove of Stem 1 which is expected according to previous
studies [47]. However, no ion retention is observed in the major
groove of Stem 2 possibly since it is occupied by Loop 1. The
condensation of the water around and inside the junction is
apparent which indicates that the junction region is stable and
relatively rigid [47]. The most occupied water position inside
the junction (yellow sphere) indicates the water insertion
between the backbone and U114. Overall, no water inserted
base pairs were observed.
3.8. Initial folding/stabilization period
To understand the reason for the breaking of the initial basepairing in the junction, the stabilization period was examined

Fig. 5. (a) Potential energy of the wild-type pseudoknot structure in explicit
solvent; (b) hydration of the wild-type pseudoknot structure. Red spheres
represent the most probable hydration sites and yellow spheres symbolize
the most highly occupied positions of water. Blue solid spheres correspond to
the most probable counterion locations. Stem 1 residues are colored pink and
Stem 2 residues are colored light blue.

in detail. The hydrogen-bond distances between the starting
base pairs U115:A174, U114:A175, U113:A176, and C112:
G178 are shown in Fig. 6. The interactions between the bases
closest to the junction U115:A174 (Fig. 6a) are lost after 200 ps
due to the temporal formation of the U99:A174 Watson–Crick/
Hoogsteen base pair (Fig. 7b). The base pair U114:A175
(Fig. 6b) becomes unstable at the same time and its interactions are lost until 2.2 ns. However, these bases remain
aligned for bonding and do indeed reform hydrogen bonds from
2.2 ns until 3.5 ns. The U113:A176 and C112:G178 (Fig. 6c, d)
are stable until about the 5 ns simulation time. The C112:G178
regains stability afterwards; however, at around 10 ns it
separates for the rest of the simulation. Therefore, the plots
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Fig. 6. Plot of the Watson–Crick hydrogen bond distances between starting
base pairs in the junction region vs. time during first 10.2 ns of the stabilization
period: (a) U115:A174; (b) U114:A175; (c) U113:A176; (d) C112:G178. For
AU base pairs the distance between H61(A) and O4(U) is black, and the distance
between H3(U) and N1(A) is red. For the GC base pair, H41(C) and O6(G)
distance is black, H1(G) and N3(C) distance is red, and H21(G) and O2(C)
distance is green.

in Fig. 6 illustrate that the crucial change in the junction region
occur at around 5 ns.
The base pair breaking events were observed in connection
with the rotation of the x A174 glycosyl torsion angle from the
anti (1108) to the high-anti (408) conformational region
(Fig. 7a). Movements of A174 and its x angle are highly
correlated with the global RNA motions and the base pair
formations in the junction region, suggesting that the degree of
conformational freedom in A174 is of great importance for
junction refolding and stabilization. The flexibility of A174 is
influenced by the degree of its interactions with U99 which can

Fig. 7. Dynamics data of the base-pair formations in the junction region during
the initial 10.2 ns of the stabilization period: (a) x angle of A174. Hydrogen
bond distances of the intermediate Watson–Crick/Hoogsteen base pairs (b)
U99:A174; and (c) U101:A175, where red is the distance between H62(A) and
O4(U) and black is the distance between H3(U)and N7(A). Hydrogen bond
distances of the final base pairs of the triple interactions (d)–(e) U99:A176:U103;
(f)–(g) U100:A175:U102; (h)–(i) U101:G178:U114. (d) H61(A176):O2(U99) is
red and N1(A176):H3(U99) is black; (e) N7(A176):H6(U103) is red and
H8(A176):O4(U103) is black; (f) H61(A175):O2(U100) is red and N1(A175)
:H3(U100) is black; (g) N7(A175):H3(U102) is red and H8(A175):O2(U102) is
black; (h) H21(G178):O4(U101) is red and Hl(G178):O4(U101) is black; (i)
H22(G178):O4(U114) is red and N3(G178):H3(U114) is black.

be seen in Fig. 7b where the hydrogen bond distances between
U99 (Watson–Crick face) and A174 (Hoogsteen edge) are
shown. The U115:A174 bp is lost due to the formation of the
intermediate U99:A174 Watson–Crick/Hoogsteen base pair.
U101 is involved in an intermediate pairing with the Hoogsteen
edge of A175 (Fig. 7c), while A175 is still intermittently
bonded to U114. At around 5 ns both intermediate base pairs,
U99:A174 and U101:A175, are broken to accommodate the
formation of the other base pair that will be retained throughout
the rest of the simulation. U99 moves to pair up with A176
(Fig. 7d), A175 is stabilized by pairing with U102 (Fig. 7g) and
moments later with U100 (Fig. 7f) to form the base triple
U100:A175:U102. As a consequence residues U113 and U114
move away from the adenines to a distance that is too large to
form hydrogen bonds. About 1 ns later U103 hydrogen bonds to
A176 (Fig. 7e) which completes another stable triple
interaction U99:A176:U103. U114 interacts with G178 via a
single hydrogen bond around 6.5 ns (Fig. 7i), and the
U101:G178 (Fig. 7h) interaction stabilizes around 15 ns, when
U177 moves into its final position. A174 is 100% conserved in
telomerase RNA. However, U115, that presumably forms a
base pair with A174, is not evolutionary conserved and is
replaced by a cytosine in some species [8]. Therefore, in these
species there is no standard bonding between C115 and A174
and the flexibility of A174 could be even more prominent.
3.9. Influence of U177 on structure formation
Interestingly, the formation of the intermediate and the
final base pairs of the wild-type pseudoknot is also connected
to the interaction of the U177 bulge with the uridines in the
Loop 1 strand (Fig. 8). U177 is flexible, and intermittently
moves across the major groove interacting with U99, U101,
U102 and U103 via formation of unstable noncanonical UU

Fig. 8. Interactions of the U177 bulge and the uridine residues in Loop 1 during
the 10.2 ns of the stabilization period. (a) RMSD compared with the starting
coordinates of U177. Hydrogen bond distances between U177 bulge and the
uridine residues of Loop 1. (b) U99:U177; (c) U100:U177; (d) U101:U177; (e)
U102:U177; (f) U103:U177. UU base pair can exist in two conformations (red)
and (black). Red is the distance between H3(U177) and O4 (U*) and represents
the first conformation, and black is the distance between H3(U*) and O4(U177)
represents the second conformation. Hydrogen bond occupancies for both
conformations for each UU base pair are located on the right.
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base pairs. Uridine bases can form a wobble base pair between
the imino hydrogens H3 and O4 of one base and O2 of the other,
which can be realized in two symmetrical conformations. A UU
base pair can dynamically switch between these two
conformations [50]. The hydrogen bond distances and
occupancies for both conformations between U177 and
U99–U103 for the initial 10 ns of the simulation are presented
in Fig. 8b–f. At the beginning of the simulations U177 is
protruding out of the helix into the major groove and
periodically interacts with the various uridines in Loop 1.
Around 1.5 ns U177 rotates around its x angle changing its
conformation from anti to syn (Fig. 8a), which initiates a stable
interaction with U103 (Fig. 8f). Between 4.25 and 4.75 ns the
temporal loss of the U103:U177 interactions (Fig. 8f), the U177
RMSD fluctuations (Fig. 8a), and the increase in the distance
between U177 and Loop 1 uridines (Fig. 8b–d) are attributed to
the complementary change in the U177 torsion angles towards
the helical values of standard A-RNA: a from trans
to  gauche, d from trans to + gauche, e from + gauche
to  gauche, and j, from + gauche to  gauche. At around
5 ns the interaction between U177 and U99 (Fig. 8b) assists in
the breaking of U113:A176 (Fig. 6c) and the formation of the
U99:U176 bp (Fig. 7d). There is also a subsequent temporal
change in the U177 torsion angles: a from trans to  gauche
and b from + gauche to trans. At around 6 ns the loss of
interactions between U177 and U103 (Fig. 8f) leads to the
formation of U103:A176 (Fig. 7e). The loss of U177:U103
interactions accompanied by the significant distance increase
between U177 and all of Loop 1 uridines is caused by the U177
d, e, and j, torsion angles shifting into the ranges of standard ARNA helical angles. The high distance fluctuations continue
until around 6.7 ns when the switch of the U177 a angle (from
+ gauche to  gauche) and b angle (from trans to + gauche)
stabilizes the movement of U177 and consequently the junction
residues. Simultaneously the interaction of U177 with U102
(Fig. 8e) assists in hydrogen bond formation of G178 with
U114 (Fig. 7i). After 6.7 ns most of the drastic reformation of
the junction region is complete, however, minor reorganizations
continue until 16 ns.
The final rearrangements of the junction stabilize after U177
goes into its final position by forming an interstrand hydrogen
bond with the backbone between U103 and C104 which
stabilizes the interactions between the strands. The key function
of U177 is to bring the U99–U103 residues into close proximity
of Stem 2, which initiates the competition between U113–U115
and U99–U101 for interaction with A174–A176. Therefore, the
U177 bulge acts as a critical element that is required for
stabilization and rearrangement of the junction region.
4. Discussion
A comparison of the average NMR DU177 solution structure
(PDB code 1YMO) and the average simulated wild-type
structure of the telomerase RNA pseudoknot shows an overall
similar fold with an RMSD value of 4.9 Å excluding the U177
bulge. The RMSD of NMR DU177 pseudoknot structures to its
mean is equal to 1.25  0.29 Å [18]. The overlay of these two
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structures indicates that the global positioning of these two
pseudoknots is very similar (Fig. 9). Both pseudoknots form an
extended triple helix with Loop 2 positioned in the minor
groove of Stem 1 and Loop 1 positioned in the major groove of
Stem 2. Due to a twist in the junction, both loops are situated on
one side of the pseudoknot. There are important triple base
tertiary interactions occurring in the junction region in both
pseudoknots. The uridines from Loop 1 are all participating in
hydrogen bond interactions with adenines in Stem 2. However,
the nature of these triple base-pair interactions in the junction is
different between the wild-type and the DU177 pseudoknots.
Denaturation experiments also show that the melting temperature of the tertiary interactions of the DU177 pseudoknot is
higher by 118 than that of the wild-type pseudoknot [18].
Stem 1 and Loop 2 have exactly the same sequence in the
wild-type pseudoknot and in the DU177 pseudoknot. Even
though Stem 1/Loop 2 region have a similar overall position
and fold with an RMSD of 4.1 Å, tertiary interactions between
Stem 1 and Loop 2 are different. The difference in tertiary
interactions in this region between the wild-type and the DU177
pseudoknots comes from the difference in the junction region.
For example, in the DU177 pseudoknot U99 interacts with
A173 creating Loop 1/Loop 2 interactions, which brings Loop 2
into a slightly different position relative to Stem 1. In the
predicted wild-type pseudoknot structure, U99 interacts with
A175 of Stem 2 and A173 does not participate in any base
pairings. Thus, different interactions in the junction also lead to
different tertiary interactions in the Stem 1/Loop 2 region.
Therefore, the major difference between the wild-type and
the DU177 pseudoknots comes from the junction region, which
can be attributed to the existence of the extra bulged nucleotide
U177 in our structure, which changes the helical axis of Stem 2
and consequently the interactions between strands. Bulges are
known to cause distortions of A-type conformations of RNA
helices by changing the global geometry of the structure and
creating a twist or a kink in a helical region which can make
unusual hydrogen-bonding contacts accessible [20,22–24].
Furthermore, bulges and non-Watson–Crick base pairs are also
important for protein recognition and binding and for initiation
of RNA tertiary folding [19–21,51]. Indeed, the removal of the
U177 bulge from the telomerase RNA pseudoknot stabilizes the
structure in the pseudoknot form and prevents it from unfolding
into the hairpin form, considerably reducing telomerase activity
and functionality [11,18]. Thermodynamic parameters
obtained via denaturation experiments also confirm the extra
stability gained by the deletion of U177, with a total DG
improvement of 4.2 kcal/mol [11,18]. The telomerase pseudoknot structure and especially sequence is critically important
for stable in vivo binding of hTERT to hTR [52]. Furthermore,
it has been shown that the junction sequence and interactions
are crucial for functionality of pseudoknots [53]. For example,
the study of the retroviral gag-pro frameshift-stimulating
pseudoknots and their derivatives, a pseudoknot from the gene
32 mRNA of bacteriophage T2 that is not naturally associated
with frameshifting, and hybrids of these pseudoknots propose
that the dynamics of the stem and loop residues at the junction
play a role in determining frameshifting efficiency [54].
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Fig. 9. (a) Superposition of the average wild-type pseudoknot structure (red) and the 1YMO average NMR structure without the U177 bulge (blue). The RMSD
between these two structures is equal to 4.9 Å. Secondary structures of (b) the wild-type pseudoknot and (c) the average DU177 pseudoknot structure.

Moreover, it has been suggested that the nonframeshifting
bacteriophage pseudoknot, which has an average structure that
is similar to the frameshifting pseudoknots, does not sample the
specific conformations at the junction that are required for
frameshifting activity [54]. Also mutational analyses show that
the identities of the nucleotides near the junction of the
pseudoknot influence the efficiency of the frameshifting
pseudoknot [54] and the activity of the telomerase pseudoknot
[13]. Since our wild-type pseudoknot and the DU177
pseudoknot have different functionalities and sequences, it is
expected that the interactions in the junction region will be
different. We propose that the difference in the junction region
is related to the difference in the functionality of the wild-type
telomerase pseudoknot which acts as a dynamical biological
switch compared with the static behavior of the DU177
pseudoknot. The unusual bonding in the junction of the wild-

type pseudoknot could possibly be the reason for its lower
stability than the DU177 pseudoknot and could, therefore, be an
important feature which allows the wild-type pseudoknot
structure to intermittently switch from the pseudoknot to the
hairpin forms.
In summary, the data presented here strongly suggests that
the presence of the U177 bulge in the wild-type telomerase is
crucial for the interactions and structural formation of the
junction region of the pseudoknot. We conclude that the
predicted junction interactions assume an important role in the
functionality of the telomerase RNA.
We have also applied the same methodology to the study of
the effects of the DKC mutations on the pseudoknot structure
and formation. We found that DKC-mutations abolish the
formation of the P3 helix, change the global orientation and
appearance of the pseudoknot, and overall destabilize the
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structure. Overall, our results are consistent with experimental
observations and support published biochemical data.
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